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Critical Phenomena, One-Dimensional 
Systems, and Randomness Duncan Haldane, Chairperson 

Generalized Heisenberg quantum spin chains (invited) 
Jill C. Bonner 
Department of Physics, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode 15ialld 02881 

Since the Heisenberg spin chain can be considered the simplest realistic model of magnetism, 
surprise and some degree of controversy have resulted from recent work of Haldane. The 
prediction is that quantum spin chains with half:integer spin should all display T = 0 phase 
behavior equivalent to that of the Bethe Ansatz integrable (solvable) spin-l12 quantum chain. 
More remarkably, the class of integer spin chains is predicted to show very different phase 
behavior. In particular, a gap should be present in the spectrum of a Heisenberg 
antiferromagnetic chain. This remarkable feature is counterintuitive in terms of accepted 
wisdom in magnetism (spin-wave theory, spin-Peierls theory) and critical phenomena. 
Consequently the vertification of the prediction is of great interest. A considerable amount of 
numerical work has been done, involving finite~chain, finite-size scaling, variational, Monte 
Carlo and other calculations, which win be reviewed here. The present consensus is that the 
weight of numerical evidence supports the prediction, although puzzling features still remain. 
Adding additional interactions to the basic Heisenberg Hamiltonian such as spin (XXZ) 
anisotropy, single-ion anisotropy, biquadratic exchange, and an applied magnetic field, 
generates a rich and complicated phase diagram for chains with spin > 112, particularly for the 
case of integer spin. The s = 1 phase diagram seems to display critical behavior of a type not 
previously encountered. A theoretical appraisal of the Haldane phenomenon will include a 
discussion of the possible role of nonintegrability. Mention will also be made of current 
progress in experimental investigation of the phenomenon, including problems that might be 
encountered. More recent work of Affleck has greatly generalized the field-theoretic mappings 
which underlay the original work of Haldane. A number of interesting problems have been 
mapped into quantum spin chains of various types, including field theoretic phenomena and 
the localization problem of the quantum Hall effect. 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable interest has been aroused in quantum spin 
chains ofvariolls spin values s because of a recent remarkable 
prediction by Haldane. 1 According to Haldane, the class of 
integer-spin Heisenberg-like anti ferromagnetic (AFM) spin 
chains differs radically in its T = 0 critical behavior from the 
class of half-Integer-spin quantum spin chains. Subsequent~ 
ly, Affieck2

--4 on the basis of ideas related to those of Hal
dane, has produced a series of interesting mappings from 
two-dimensional (2D) classical continuum field theories to 
various types of quantum spin chain, including systems with 
integer spin, half-integer spin, spin anisotropy, and alterna
tion. Affleck was able to relate the critical properties of these 
various chains to field-theoretic entities such as merons3 and 
dyons4 on the one hand, and to the localization length prob
lem of the 2D quantum Hall effect on the other.2 The pur~ 
pose of this paper is to discuss the potential impact on the 
fields of magnetism and critical phenomena of these surpris
ing predictions, and review the present status of numerical 
verification. 

the case for chains with half-integer spin, which resemble the 
familiar spin-I12 Heisenberg AFM chain.6 Integer-spin 
Heisenberg chains, remarkably, are expected to show an ex
citation gap whose magnitude is related to the value of the 
spin. This has physical significance for spin-Peierls theory7 
and the behavior of alternating spin chains. Consider the 
uniform Heisenberg AFM Hamiltonian 

Until recently, it was generally believed that Heisenberg 
AFM quantum spin chains showed a generic resemblance to 
one another, independent of spin s, in general accordance 
with spin~wave theory.5 According to Haldane, this is only 

N 

H=JIS/·S1 + 1 , 
I=l 

and add a staggering term 
N 

srr ( - 1)18 1 ·SI + I 
1=1 

to give the alternating (dimerized) Hamiltonian 
N 

(1) 

H = J I [(l - .5) 82/ _ I • 8 21 + (1 + 15) S21 . 8 21 + 1 ], 
l~ I 

. (2) 

where {j is known as the dimerization parameter. Taking the 
limit {) = 0 recovers the uniform Heisenberg chain, and 
8 = 1 corresponds to an assembly of noninteracting pairs of 
spins s (dimers). For the case of spin-l/2, a singlet-triplet 
excitation gap opens up in the spectrum for {) > 0 accompa
nied by lowering of the energy. This basic instability gives 
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rise to the spin-Peierls transition, where an assembly, of uni
form Heisenberg AFM chains with weak spin-lattice cou
pling undergoes a progressive, i.e., temperature-dependent, 
dimerization below the spin-Peierls transition temperature. 
According to Haldane, a spin-l uniform Heisenberg AFM 
chain already has "alternating" character, i.e., a singlet-tri
plet excitation gap is present in the spectrum. Hence effec
tive spin-l systems are not expected to undergo spin-Peierls 
transitions. 

Consider the spin-s XXZ AFM Hamiltonian 
N 

H=JI(S;Sl+l +S-rSr+l +bS~S1+1)' (3) 
/=-1 

Here, ~ is the spin anisotropy parameter, Stich that b, = 1 

recovers the isotropic Heisenberg limit, b, > 1 corresponds to 
uniaxial (Ising-like) anisotropy, and O<b, < 1 to easy-plane 
anisotropy. Haldane specifically predicts that all half-in
teger-s systems behave qualitatively like the Bethe Ansatz 
solvable spin-l/2 case, which is known to exhibit a gapless 
critical phase for O<b,< 1 and an AFM-ordered phase for 
b, > 1. The lowest-lying excitations for half-integer spin are 
shown schematically in Fig. 1(a), where the Heisenberg 
point A = 1 corresponds to an essential singularity, and an 
excitation gap opens up exponentially above the doubly de
generate ground state for Il > 1. For integer-s systems, on the 
other hand, Haldane predicts the existence of a disordered 
singlet phase between the critical and the AFM-ordered 
phases. The singlet phase (characterized by a nonzero exci
tation gap) is realized for the anisotropy range A I < A < A2, 

where O<b,l < 1 and 1 < A2, thus encompassing the Heisen
berg point A = 1. The lowest-lying excitations for integer 
spin are shown schematically in Fig. 1 (b). The critical point 
Ai corresponds to an essential singularity terminating a gap
less phase, and the second critical point b,2 is predicted to 
correspond to the T = 0 transition point at the critical field 

IlE 

o 
(XY) 

( a ) 

1.0 
(HEIS.) 

(bl 

tJ 
(lSI NG-) 

FIG. L Schematic plot of the Haldane prediction for (a) half-integer and 
(b) integer spin XXZ chains. 
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ofthe spin-i12 transverse Ising model. Strictly speaking, the 
mapping on which these predictions are based holds only the 
large s limit, 8 but numerical results suggest (a) a gap is pres
ent in the case of the lowest integer spin value s = 1 and (b) a 
gap is barely detectable in the case of s = 2, in qualitative 
accordance with the Haldane formula I 

(4) 

In the case of more general spin chains, and as in the case 
of the Haldane prediction, on the basis of mappings from 2D 
classical continuum (7 models (and related Wess-Zumino 
models), Affleck has made the following predictions. 

Ao Alternating AFM chains2 

The critical exponent of the localization length problem 
of the quantum Hall effect maps into the gap exponent of 
alternating spin chains in the s -> CfJ limit. Specifically, the 
localization length; of the quantum Hall problem is given 
by2 

(5) 

and if the gap exponent of the alternating chain is defined as 
Ali ~ [1"', then 

¢ = 4(1 + s)/(5 + 8s) (6a) 

and 

v = lim cp = 1/2. (6b) 

B" Anisotropic AfM spin chains with integer spin3 

The 0 (3) (J model with anisotropy can be mapped into 
the large s limit of integer-spin XXZ chains. It is argued that 
this mapping indicates a mechanism for generating a mass 
gap in the anisotropic 0 (3) (7 model via the condensation of 
vortices of topological charge 1/2 (merons) present in the 
XY-like phase of the a model. A vortex is a planar spin con
figuration, and condensation involves formation of vortex
antivortex bound pairs. 

C. Anisotropic and alternating AFM spin chains with 
integer spin4 

By analogy with fractionally charged soliton states in, 
say, polyacetylene, spin-l/2 soliton states are believed to be 
associated with alternating antiferromagnetic chains. A 
close analogy is pointed out between dyons (magnetic mon
opoles with charge) in grand unified field theories and soli
tons in anisotropic, alternating chains. Neutron scattering 
experiments on suitable lD experimental systems (no ap
propriate realization is available at present) are proposed. 

It appears that usual and unexpected phenomena may 
occur in a class of systems, Heisenberg-like spin chains, 
whose behavior was previously thought to be qualitatively 
well known and unremarkable. Q Since the Heisenberg spin 
chain can be reasonably considered as the simplest realistic 
model of magnetism, the Haldane prediction, if verified, 
could have far-reaching consequences for the field of magne
tism. For example, the Haldane mapping is not restricted to 
ID: the possibility remains of unusual critical behavior also 
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in higher-D systems. 1 Furthermore, the various predictions 
point to a richness of T = 0 critical behavior which makes 
the study of these systems a most interesting and challenging 
problem in basic statistical mechanics. Hence it is of consid
erable interest and importance to verify the extent of the 
validity of the Haldane and Affleck mappings. The interest
ing feature of these higher-spin quantum chains is that, un
like the familiar case ofthe spin-l/2 XXZ chain, they are, in 
general, believed to be nonintegrable (Le., no exact analytic 
solution is possible). Therefore, the investigation must per
force rely on approximate numerical techniques, and consid
erable care must be exercised to avoid misleading conclu
sions. Results so far indicate a surprising richness of phase 
behavior and some puzzling aspects of the spectrum oflow
lying excitations. We should consider the possibility that 
some of the unusual phenomena observed are precursors of 
chaotic behavior expected in nonintegrable quantum sys
tems in the thermodynamic limit. to. 11 

The appropriate way to approach the general quantum 
spin chain problem would be to start with the basic Heisen
berg AFM Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)] and add various symme
try-breaking perturbations. Hamiltonians (2) and (3) show 
the effect of adding ( 1) alternation and (2) spin anisotropy. 
Other perturbing terms which have added include (3) sin
gle-ion anisotropy: 

N N 

H=J'IS/·S/+ I +D.l: (SI)2; (7) 
I~l 1=1 

( 4) biquadratic (and higher-order multipolar) exchange 
N N 

H=JIS/'S/+1-{3ICS/' SZ+1)2; 
1=1 l~ 1 

( 8) 

and (5) a magnetic field: 
N N 

H=J"IS/'S/+ 1 -gfLBH'IS~. (9) 
l-.~ 1 1= 1 

Note that perturbations (7) and (8) are trivial constants in 
the case ofspin-ll2. The five different terms which can be 
added to the basic Heisenberg Hamiltonian (for s> lI2) 
generate a multiparameter space expected to be rich in con
ventional critical phenomena such as first-order transitions, 
multicritical points, and order (disorder) trajectories. In ad
dition, we expect to observe spectral behavior characteristic 
of nonintegrable systems. 

THE HALDANE PREDICTION 

The predictions of Haldane are expected to be most easi
ly observable in the case of spin-I, according to the gap equa
tion (4), and spinel chains have received the bulk of present 
attention. The considerable amount of numerical work in
cludes finite chain,12-14 finite-size scaling,13.15-18 variation
al, 18.19 Monte Cario,20,21 and other calculations.22-~28 Let us 
first consider evidence pertaining to predictions for the spin-
1 XXZ chain described by Hamiltonian (3), as shown sche
matically in Fig. I (b). The present consensus is that the 
weight of numerical evidence supports the prediction, al
though some puzzling features remain. En!arging the pa
rameter space of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (1) by inclu
sion of single-ion anisotropy [Eq. (7) 1 in addition to XXZ 
anisotropy [Eq. (3)] yields the complicated phase diagram 
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram for s ~- 1 XXZ chains with single-ion anisotropy, 
drawn in accordance with existing calculations. 

of Fig. 2, representing a consensus of most numerical ap
proaches. Figure 2, discussed in detail below, supports and 
illuminates features observed for the XXZ model alone. 

It has taken time to reach a consensus because early 
observations resulted in controversy. These observations 12.18 
concerned the fact that when the same numerical ap
proaches, primarily finite-size scaling analyses, which 
claimed to unambiguously validate Haldane's prediction, 
were tested on the exactly solvable spin-112 XXZ model, 
qualitatively similar phenomena were observed. The obser
vations in the spin-1/2 case were known rigorously to be 
incorrect, suggesting much greater caution in numerical 
analysis. It has been subsequently rather definitively estab
lished, however, that spin-1!2 and spin-1 systems are intrin
sically dissimilar. 

In the region of planar anisotropy O<;.il<; I, two main 
approximate numerical methods have been used: finite-size 
scaling calculations, 13,15-1R and calculations focusing on ob
taining the correlation function exponent 1J.~ .15-18.23-25 The 
different methods2R consistently predict that.il l exists, and is 
located in the vicinity oftheXY limit, i.e., 0<;A 1 <;0.2-0.3 as 
sketched in Fig. 2. The situation in the region of uniaxial 
anisotropy, A> 1, is more complex. The prediction that a 
critical value of I::. (d z ) exists is supported by most numeri
cal approaches which agree on a numerical value of 
1::. 2 - 1.18-1.20, shown on Fig. 2. However, 6.2 is determined 
by the closing of the gap between the S~. = 0 ground state 
and the S~. = 0 first excited state. The Haldane prediction 
implies that an entire quasi degenerate continuum should de
velop at the critical point 1::. 2 , and that the critical exponents 
should be Ising-like. Calculations of the correlation function 
exponent 7Jz (Refs. 15 and 18) give a value very close to the 
predicted 1Jz = 1/4. Furthermore, the integrated intensity 

N 

!,Z(q) = 2:e-iqR<S~S~_1 R) 
l~l 
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calculated numerically as a function of!J. in the region near 
k = 17' shows a compelling resemblance to the equivalent 
quan ti ty28 for the spin -112 transverse Ising model, justifying 
the mapping, and indicating a second-order critical point at 
!J.2 -1.20. 

Let us now turn to a discussion of the situation at the 
Heisenberg point, 11 = 1, where the Haldane gap is predicted 
to be maximal. We discuss the variety of numerical methods 
available or developed in order to investigate the situation in 
some detail. Early evidence for a gap came from finite-size 
scaling calculations on spin-l chains,15.16 followed by ex
trapolations of the quantity N!J.E (scaled gap) 12.13 which 
appeared to diverge instead of converging to a finite value, as 
is the case for the spin-l/2 chain. Direct plots of tJ.E vs N -I 
up to N = 10 predicted a gap aE 1 J - 0.23 16 on extrapolation 
to N -+ 00. Subsequent extrapolations on chains up to 14 
spins taking account of the curvature ofthe N"- ! plot indicat
ed a higher value aE IJ>0.35. 28 Additional supporting evi
dence for a gap comes from step ratios associated with the 
low field behavior of the T = 0 magnetization isotherms, 
wen known to be step functions for finite N,29 and from the 
behavior of the T = ° longitudinal integrated intensity pz 
(17') which would be divergent for a gapless system but 
which, in fact, shows a trend that may lead to a finite, non
zero value for N -> 00 .29 However, the most direct and most 
striking evidence for the presence of a Haldane gap comes 
from quantum Monte Carlo calculations of the lowest states 
of the spin-l Heisenberg systems; the ground state (ST = 0) 
and the two lowest excited states (ST = 1 and 2).29,30 The 
Monte Carlo data, together with finite-chain data for s = 1, 
convincingly indicate the presence of a gap, even allowing 
for residual statistical uncertainty. Note that the Monte 
Carlo data extend out to N = 32, in conformity with an early 
observation based on the large-N behavior of the spin-liZ 
chain that chain lengths of N>25 may be required to give an 
accurate quantitative prediction of the asymptotic large N 
behavior, 12 The gap value indicated by the Monte Carlo data 
is I1E IJ-0.41, which is quite large, large enough to be ex
perimentally observable. 

It is an "act of faith" among those who use finite-size 
scaling and other numerical techniques that the properties of 
the system in the thermodynamic limit are governed by the 
lowest excitations for finite N. This is certainly the case for 
all finite N calculations on integrable systems thus far stud
ied. It is not guaranteed that this is always the case for nonin
tegrable systems. In fact, an example has been found where 
the lowest-lying excitation which is a triplet for small Nbe
comes a singlet for larger N. 1I

•
31 Therefore, the low-lying 

spectral excitations of the spin-l Heisenberg AFM chain 
have been studied as a function of S~" (ST) and wave-vector 
k for spino! Heisenberg chains up to N = 14 spins. 14.32 The 
ground state is always a singlet at k = 0 and the first excited 
state is the much-studied triplet at k = 17', one member of a 
branch of triplet states for general k analogous to the des 
Cloizeaux-Pearson triplets for spin-l/2. The gap between 
the ground state and the triplet state at k = 217'1N, i.e., essen
tially the gap behavior at the zone center as opposed to the 
behavior at the zone boundary, has been studied and appears 
to converge rather smoothly to a value close to that of the 
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primary gap at 17'.28
•
33 However, interesting modes with 

ST = 0,1,2, ... have been observed which seem to have the 
propensity for becoming "supersoft," i.e., degenerate as 
N .... 00 with the ground state of the entire system rather than 
with the lowest state of their particular Sr continuum (soft 
modes). Extrapolated versus N -I, these states tend smooth
ly to values below the singlet-triplet "primary" gap tlE I 
J - 0.41, perhaps even to zero.32 It is the case that these are 
states of intermediate k which customarily show enhanced 
finite-size effects. Nevertheless, further investigation of this 
class of states, possibly by quantum Monte Carlo techniques, 
seems indicated since they have the potential for radically 
modifying the Haldane picture. 

The early controversy and residual uncertainties point 
to the importance of experimental investigation of the Hal
dane prediction, i.e., the existence and magnitude of the gap. 
Two available candidates for study are cesium nickel trichlo
ride CsNiCl:, and rubidium nickel trichloride RbNiCI3 • So 
far, experimental work has appeared only on CsNiC13,34 

which is an easy-axis effective spin-I Heisenberg AFM sys
tem in which the NiH ions form chains parallel to the c axis 
of the hexagonal lattice. Neutron scattering studies reveal 
the presence of a gap above the 3D ordering temperature 
whose magnitude is equal to, or even greater than, the theo
retically predicted value. However, this is not a simple sys
tem in that two 3D phase transitions have been observed in 
the ordered phase. Values of the single-ion parameter D and 
interchain coupling obtained (using spin-wave theory) in 
the 3D ordered phase differ considerably from results ob
tained in earlier studies. As we shall shortly see, the Haldane 
gap is sensitive to parameters like the single-ion anisotropy 
D. In fact, it is surprising that 3D ordering is observed at all 
in zero field in a system with such a relatively large gap. The 
system copper nitrate, Cu(N03)2·2.5HzO (Refs. 35 and 36) 
is a spin-l/2 alternating system with a relatively large gap 
aE 1 J - 5 K, corresponding to alternation parameter 
~~0.57. (Recall from above that uniform spino! chains are 
predicted to behave like alternating spin-l/2 chains.) In the 
copper nitrate system, ordering is not observed in zero field 
but between upper and lower critical fields Rei and H c2 ' 

(For copper nitrate, Hci ~29 kOe and Be2 ~45 kOe.) For 
the CsNiC13 system, J - 26 K and hence the critical field at 
which quasi-lD (3D) ordering is expected to set in is -90 
kOe. It appears worthwhile to develop other Haldane sys
tems of simpler structure than CsNiC13 . 

GENERAL PHASE DIAGRAM 

We now turn to the interesting phase behavior observed 
as a result of numerical approaches, mostly finite-size scal
ing approaches, to the nonintegrable model of a spino! Hei
senberg Hamiltonian with two additional parameters, XXZ 
anisotropy combined with single-ion anisotropy [see Hamil
tonians (3) and (7)]. There is a consensus37 that for D>O, 
the phase diagram has the following features of interest, 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. For A < 0, the model has fer
romagnetic (FM) character. Line (d) passing through the 
FM Heisenberg point represents a line of first-order transi
tions to a FM ordered phase (denoted F). The line (a' a) is a 
line of Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transitions terminating a 
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gapless XY-like or K T phase region (denoted XY). There is 
currently an unresolved question whether the portion of the 
boundary line (a') is as shown, or is coincident with the D 
axis. Point C is a multicritical point where line (a) joins the 
first-order line (d). The region S is a nonordered phase with 
singlet ground state and an excitation gap characteristic of 
systems with (large) positive single-ion anisotropy. All 
methods give consistent qualitative results for the FM por
tion of Fig, 2. The AFM (A> 0) portion has been more 

difficult to determine and hence has been more controver
siaL A number of unusual features apparently occur. Line 
(c) has Ising-like character, separating a region with non or
dered singlet ground state and excitation energy gap (de
noted H) from a region (N) with doubly degenerate ground 
state and antiferromagnetic long-range order, frequently re
ferred to as the Neel phase, N. Since the Heisenberg AFM 
point is situated within the novel H phase, the phase is com
monly referred to as the "Heisenberg" phase. The distinc
tion between the singlet phase If and the singlet phase S 
induced by single-ion anisotropy is not at present well de
fined. The two phases are believed to be separated by a spe
cial line (b), extending from point A on the A = 0 axis to the 
multicritical point B at the termination of the critical line 
(c). The line (b) has XY character with continuously vary
ing exponents.3g Line (e), the large D continuation of the 
Ising line (c), is found to be a first -order line, and point B is a 
multicritical point at which this first-order line bifurcates 
into XY line (b) and Ising line (c). We shall not discuss the 
portion of the phase diagram corresponding to D < 0, A 
striking aspect of the phase diagram of Fig. 2 is the difference 
from the phase diagram of the same model treated in a vari
ational (mean-field) approach. The mean-field phase dia
gram is (a) symmetric about the D axis and (b) shows no 
Heisenberg phase. \8 No Heisenberg phase is observed in a 
spin-wave approach either. 

Quantitative values can be assigned to features of the 
phase diagram, In the FM portion of the phase diagram, line 
(d) asymptotically approaches the valueD = - A for large 
D. Line (a'a) is found numerically to have the exponent 
value 1]~0.25, characteristic of the boundary of a KT phase 
region. The multicritical point C is characterized by the val
ues (D,/1) ~ (1.35, - 1.8).13.17 Note that the experimental 
system CsNiF:J> a planar spin-l ferromagnet much studied in 
the context of sine Gordon solitons, is thought to be charac
terized by the values (0.38, - 1) and hence has critical expo
nent 1] _0.1,17,18 in agreement with neutron scattering ex
periments,39 Point A has the values (0, ~O.4).16.17 In the 
AFM portion, line (e) tends to be the asymptotic value 
D = + /1 for large D. The multicritical point B has the val
ues (2.3-2.4,2.75-2.6). ]6.17,23 Along line (b), 1] varies from 
-0.25 at A to -0.67 at B. 17

•
23 Finally, the A. axis cuts line 

(d) at (0, - 1) and line (c) at (1,1.8-1.20).15.16 
The phase diagram of Fig. 2 shows an interesting new 

effect. Consider the behavior of the system along the line 
/1 = 1, D> O. Simple spin-wave theory predicts that for 
D> 0, a gap opens up away from the (gapless) Heisenberg 
point linearly in D, Le" I.lE 0: D. According to the variational 
calculation, 18 the system remains gaplcss out to a critical Dc, 
and then a gap opens proportional to D. From Fig. 2, how-
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ever, it follows that the gap must decrease with increasing D 
out to the gapless point B' on line (b), where B' has the 
values (- 1.0,1.0) /6 and then a gap opens up again in the 
singlet phase for D > 1. The Haldane prediction implies that 
the behavior of an AFM effective spin-l system with ex
change and single-ion anisotropy is far more complex than 
previously realized, and that experimental analyses should 
proceed with caution. 

THE AFflECK PREDICTIONS 

The validity of the Haldane prediction for the spin-l 
quantum chain appears to have been as convincingly estab
lished as current numerical methods allow. Specifically, it 
has been established that low-lying classes of excitations are 
present which conform to Haldane's prediction. The ques
tion remaining is whether other excitation classes occur in 
addition (e.g., supersoft modes"lZ) showing different behav
ior which become important closer to the thermodynamic 
limit. Evidence for the validity of Affleck's predictions, 
which are more recent, is not so convincing. However, nu
merical work has only just begun. 

Recent developments in the theory of conformal invar
iance have been directed towards identifying the value of the 
conformal anomaly c (central charge of the Vira. .. oro alge
bra) for a particular integrable modeI,40.41 and predicting 
values for the 3ssociated critical exponents. For example, in 
ID, the value c = II2 corresponds to the spin-II2 anisotrop
ic XY model at its critical field, and the value c = 1 to the 
spin-1I2 XXZ model with planar anisotropy,40,4! Recently 
the Russian schools in Moscow and Leningrad have discov
ered a Bethe Ansatz integrable class of AFM-like models of 
higher spin.42.43 The Hamiltonians for this class take the 
form of an expansion in powers of (S; 'Si t I) of degree 13. 
For example, Hamiltonian (8) with {3 = 1 is the spin-l 
member of the class, and the familiar spin-l/2 AFM Heisen
berg model is the spin-I/2limiting member. Thee values are 
given by41 

c = 3s/0 + s), (10) 

i.e" this is a class of c> 1 models, and the s dependence 
means that each model is in a different universality class. 
The s dependenc~ appears also in the critical exponents: for 
example, the prediction for the exponent 17 is2 

1] = 3/2(1 + s). (11) 

For s = 1/2, the valuefor ''I is found to be 1]-0.87 (Refs. 23 
and 24) from a variety of approximate numerical ap
proaches,44 in fair agreement with the predicted value 1/ = 1. 
For spin- I, the value 1] ~O.65-O.67 obtained numerically45 is 
in reasonable agreement with the predicted value 1/ = 3/4. 
Hence, although agreement is only to within about 13% in 
each case, the numerical studies do appear to confirm the 
predicted s dependence of 71. 

Affieck2 predicts that the foHowing perturbations ap
plied to the gaplcss spin-l Russian model [Hamiltonian (8) 
with (J = 1] induce a gap: xxz anisotropy (gap expo
nent = 1); biquadratic exchange [gap exponent = 0.615; 
see Eq. (2) with s = 1], Finite-size scaling investiga
tions31

,44A 5 are generally in poor agreement with these pre-
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dictions. However, the presence of logarithmic corrections 
could resolve the discrepancies. 
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